This paper describes the details of a Quadrotor miniature unmanned aerial system capable o f autonomously exploring cluttered indoor areas without relying on any external navigational aids such as GPS. A streamlined Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithm is implemented onboard the vehicle to fuse information from a scanning laser range sensor, an inertial measurement unit, and an altitude sonar to provide relative position, velocity, and attitude information. This state informat ion, with a self-generated map, is used to imple ment a frontier-based exhaustive search of an indoor environment. To ensure the SLAM aJgorilhm has sufficient information to form a r eliable solution, the guidance algorithm ensures the vehicle approaches frontier waypoints through a p ath that remains wit hin sensor range of indoor structures. Along with a d etailed description of the system, simulation and hardware testing results are presented.
I. Introduction
Autonomous indoor reconnaissance and surveillance can bring key capabilities allowing soldiers to negotiate cluttered and confined areas without risking human life. This technology can also bring increased capabilities in disaster management and monitoring confined urban spaces. Miniature Unmanned Aerial Systems (M-UAS) are ideal candidates for such missions as they can use three dimensional maneuvers to overcome obstacles that cannot be overcome by ground vehicles. However. significant technological challenges exist in order to ensure reliable operation in such environments. Most current algorithms for Unmanned Aerial System {UAS) guidance. navigation, and conLrol rely heavily on GPS signals, -and hence are not suitable for indoor navigation where GPS and ot.her radio signals are normally not available. Furthermore, the indoor Nl-UAS must be sufficiently small in order to successfully maneuver in cluttered indoor environments, conseC}uently limiting the amount of computational and sensory power that can be carried onboard the M-UAS. Finally, the M-UAS should be designed to be expendable due to the dangerous environments it needs to operate ill, hence low-cost, low-weight designs uecd to be explored. These restrictions pose significant technological challenges for the design of reliable M-UAS platforms capable of navigating in cluttered areas in a GPS-denied environment.
This pa.per describes a M-UAS capable of exploring cluttered indoor areas without relying on external navigational aids such as CPS. As shown in Figure l , the system consists of an air vehicle, a ground station, and a safety pilot interface for manual flight. The vehicle, referred to <IS the GTQ, is captible of completely autonomous indoor flight. However, a ground station computer is used to monitor vehicle health and status, "Research Engineer II, School of Aerospace Engineering fMajor, USAF. Graduate of the School of Aerospace Engineering. The views expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do not reflect the official policy or position of the United States Air Force, Department of Defense, or the U.S. Government to view the map and sensor output, and to provide observers with the ability to interact with the vehicle if desired. The GTQ is an off-the-shelf quadrotor platform which is equipped with off-the-shelf avionics and sensor packages, using custom software and interface electronics. An elaborate navigation algorithm was developed that fuses information from a scanning laser range sensor, an inertial measurement unit (IMU), and sonar altitude sensor to form an accurate estimate of the vehicle attitude, velocity, and position relative to indoor structures while simultaneously mapping the environment. A streamlined Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) routine is implemented to provide position updates to the navigation software. The SLAM techniques are combined with a compact exploration strategy for autonomously exploring indoor environments. Since the SLAM position estimates rely on the presence of features in the environment, the guidance algorithm is closely integrated with the navigation algorithm lo ensure the vehicle maintains a trajectory that keeps it within sensor range of walls and other iudoor structures. The control architecture augments a proven baseline proportional-derivative controller with an optional adaptive element that aids in mitigating modeling error and other system uncertainties.
A discussion of the vehicle platform and the vehicle dynamic modeling is presented next in Section [I. The avionics system is discussed in Sect.ion lll. The details of the guidance, navigation, and control algorithms are presented in Sections [\', V, and YI respect ively. Simulation and hardware testing results are presented in Section \ "I J, and the paper is concluded in Section \'II I. Figure 1 . System Architecture. Note: the camera and pickup mechanism are features that enable the GTQ to perform various missions. They are included her e for completeness, but are not a necessary part of the GNC algorithms required for indoor flight and are not discussed further in this paper.
II. D escript ion of Veh icle
Quadrotors have become a very popular choice for M-UAS due to their relatively high payload capacity and high maneuverability.· Furthermore, unlike helicopters, Quadrotors avoid thf' use of mechanical parts for exerting moments and forces required for maneuvering.
The AscTec Pelican Quadrotor made by Ascending Technologies GmbH was selected as the base airframe (see Figure : 2 (a)). The vehicle st.ructnrf', motor!';, and rotors of AscTcc Pelican were used without modification. The vehiclc generates lift using four fixed pitch propellers driven by eler.tric motors. Control is achiewd by creating a relative thrust offaet between the propellers. Quadrotors can either be flown with diamond configuration (front, right, back, left motors arc used to effect pitching, rolling, and yawing motion) or square configuration (front-right, lnick-right,back-left, front-left motors are used to effect pitching, rolling. and yawiug motion). Although many Quadrotors in aerial robotics community fly with diamond configuration, -the square configuration {shown in Figure 2 (b)) was selected to allow for more flexibility in sensor mounting locations. 
A. Qua drotor D y namic M o d e ling
Quadrotor dynamics flying in configuratiou shown in Figure ' .:!(b) has been modeled in simulation. Assuming near hover aerodynamics, fuselage aerodynamics and forward flight rotor aerodynamics can be neglect.eel. Hence, the total force acting on the Quadrotor is composed only of thrust and gravity forces. Newton's second law in the body axis can be written as:
where 'Ti represents thrust magnitude on the ith rotor for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. F 9 represents gravity force acting on the vehicle in the body frame, 11 E 3{ 3 is t.he velocity in the body frame, ·~t is the derivative of the body velocity with respect to the body frame, w E 3{ 3 is the angular rate of the body, and m represents the mass. Neglecting forward fl ight aerodynamics, total moment acting on the Qua.drotor composes of four different sources: hub yawing moment (Mhy), differential thrust moment (Mdt), inertial reaction moment (Mir), and gyroscopic moment (M 9 y)· -The primary moment contributions are from hub yawing moment and d ifferent ial thrust moment while inertial reaction moment and gyroscopic moment provides insignificant contribution. Euler's law in the body axis can be written as (2) where I is the Quadrotor inertia. matrix. The individual moment components are defined as follows:
or (6) where Mi is hub yawing moment magnitude of the i 1 " rotor acting on t.he body. n, is angular velocity magnitude of the it" rotor. Ir is moment of inertia of the rotor blade. l., and ly are distance froll! center of gravity to rotor hub in .v and y directions. p and q are roll and µitch rates written in body axis. The total moment acting on the body is formed by combining the above terms:
The vehicle's pitching motion can be generated by commandiag differential Revolutions Per ?\1i11ute (RPrvl) between the two front motors a.nd the two back motors. Rolling motion can be generated by commanding differential RPM between the two right motors and the two left motors. Yawing motion can be generated by increasing motor RPM on one diagonal and reducing motor RPM on the other diagonal. Typical helicopter controls can therefore be mapped to motor commands Xi using Eq.(~).
where 6r, lip, bq, and 6r represent thrust, roll, pitch, and yaw commands. In this form the commands are equivalent to a helicopter's collective, lateral cyclic, longitudinal cyclic, and tail rotor commands. A second order model is used to relate motor command :i:i to motor RPM n;. The second order model consists of two cascaded first order systems: the first one relates the motor commands t o the motor states, aud the second one relates the motor states to rotor RPMs. Rotor aerodynamics is modeled using blade element and momentum theory. The relationship between motor command x, , rotor angular velocity ni. thrust T., aud moment i\1; is modeled similar to reference [ ]. Vehicle's parameter:; including moments of inertia and maximum achievable RPM are currently being refined through experimentation.
III. Avionics Suite
The UAS uses three primary measurement sensors for navigation, stability and control: a laser range finder, a sonar altimeter, and an inertial measurement unit (IMU). The l~cr range finder used is the Hokuyo URG-04LX-UG01 (see Figure 3 Figure :1(b) ). It consists of a three-a.--Gs digital gyroscope and three-axis accelerometer that can measure forces up to ± 18 g. These sensors are inteefated around the Gumstix Overo Fire onboard computer which is a small and cost effective AR!'vI Cortex-AB OMAP3530 based computer-on-module. It is equipped with 256 MB Flash RAM, and it can communicate using UART, SPI, and I2C interfaces. The Gumstix Overo computer is equipped with 802.llg and Bluetooth wireless links. Two three-cell Lithium Polymer battery packs are used: one drives the motors to provide lifting power, and the other powers the onboard computer.
IV . Guid ance Algorith m
Indoor navigation employing laser aided SLAM is by its nature based on measurements of local features. As a result., any guidance system must use information in the local environment, rather than specifying waypoints fixed in inertial space. This section describes a compart exploration (gnidance) st.rategy that performs an exhaustive search along a path that, stays close to walls in an effort to keep the scanning laser rangefindcr within range of the features needed for the SLAM algorithm to work. The implementation of SLAM and path-planning algorithms on ground robots is a well-studied problem. However, in extending these methods to M-UASs, designers fa.cc significant new challenges. Hovering aircraft have more stringent power and weight constraints, vehicle dynamics are faster and span six degrees of freedom, and air vehicles are typically more delicate and less forgiving of impacts with obstacles iu the environment. In fact, many wellknown optimal guidance and path planning techniques are not currently feasible for onboard implementation on M-UASs because of limited computational power. As a result, in contrast to mauy published works on guidance and path planning, the following approach does not focus on optimal solutions for exploration. Instead, it rather emphasizes an efficient algorithm that can quickly determine the location of unexplored previously developed a totally self-contained M-UAS architecture with a very compact SLAM algorithm and a simple wall following guidance strategy. However, wall foUowing guidance alone does not place higher weight on unexplored area.s. In some cases, the method may only track the outer walls of a building and may leave inner rooms completely unexplored. In other cases, unfavorable geometry may cause Lhe vehicle to stay in the same room or avoid certain rooms altogether. The guidance algorithm described here is designed to improve upon simple wall-following logic by introducing an efficient global book-keeping feature, while keeping the algorithm simple enough to run alongside the SLAM algorithm without over-taxing the onboard flight computer.
Frontier-based exploration can provide a way to "remember" what parts of the map have been previously visited. The method was first introduced by Yamauchi as an effective way for a mobile robot to explore an unknown environment. Without frontier-based exploration, a robot may h,qve to explore .an unknown environment. ra11domly with some form of obstacle avoidance logic. The principle of frontier-based exploration is : "try to get as much new information as possible by going to a boundary between explor·ed and unexplored territory". Various forms of frontier-based exploration strategy have been developed, most of which require some form of global map in order to find front.iers and plan trajectories.
A global map can be grid-based, feature-based, or polygonal-based. However, such global map and its essential guidance algorithms are not computationally practical onhoard a M-UAS.
Rather than using a global map, Freda and Oriolo applied Lhe principle of frontier-based exploration to a data structure called Sensor-Based Random Tree (SRT). · This guidance system uses an SRT method called SRT-Star to store frontiers and safe-regions, and to sequence new wa.ypoints. The SRT-Star metnod i::; blended with a wall-following algorithm to ensure that the vehicle keeps close to walls, thereby increasing the chance of being in a geometry that is favorable for the SLAM navigation routine.
Assuming near-hoYer dynamics and a semi-structured environment, first note that the three-dimensional guidance problem can be simplified by decoupling horizontal plane guidance and altitude guidance. Altitude guidance simply commands constant altitude above ground level while horizontal guidance commands horizontal velocity and heading.
The main idea is that the overall velocity command (vcmd) is composed of a contribution from frontier velocity (v1r) and a contribution from wall-following velocity (vw 1 ).
The heading command (tPcmd) , on the other hand, is solely generated from ~he frontier contribution. The raw scan data from the laser rangefinder is used Lo create an SRT and ultima1cly compute velocity aud heading commands. The comma11<ls are updated upon receipt of new scan data, at a rate of 10 Hz. Algorithm l illustrates the sequence of commands that are executed at a particular update time step. (10) where l<wt and I<safe are gains used for nominal and safety cases as determined by safe radius rsafe , where r 1 is a user sperified parameter representing distance from walls that the vehicle t.rieA <> to maintain.
Let (}i shown in Figure ·1 denote angle of the ith scan with re.spect to body frame (xy), and let n denote number of in-range scans points. Velocity command in body frame tLcmd and Vc:md results from projecting and sumrninJS each iucremental velocity.
.. (11) i=l Let Tj; be the heading angle referenced from au arbiuary chosen inertial frame (XY). Velocity command in body frame can be converted to inertial frame using Equation ( 12),
The overall effect is attraction to a wall if the vehicle is too far away, and rf'pulsion from a wall if the vehicle is too close. In cases where multiple walls are in sensor range, the resultant velocity depends on wall geometry and range. For instance, the vehicle is attracted to long wall seb'.lllents located further away more than short wall segments located near by.
The algorithm then checks the distance to the commanded waypoint (Xwaypoint) · If the vehicle has not arrived at the commanded waypoint, the waypoint will not be modified. If the vehicle has arrived at the commanded waypoint, a new waypoint is generated from the frontier planner (Algorithm I, lines 3 through 8). The vehicle is considered to have arrived at the commanded waypoint when it is within distance d of the commanded waypoint. Finally. the commanded waypoint and vehicle's position are used to generate the heacting command ('l/icmd) and frontier velocity (v1r)· Notice that although commanded waypoint may not change at a particular time step, frontier velocity and bending change at every time step due to changes in the vehicle position. Sectors and frontiers are stored in a tree-like structure with waypoints as nodes and frontiers as potential branches. Due to the panning motion or the laser scanner, area within a sector is considered to be free of obstacles. Thus, obstacle free regions also expand as SRT evolves. Expansion of free regions implies that some existing frontiers rnay fall uuder newly acquired sectors. In that cruse, SRT-Star will remove the frontier in order to avoid unnecessary exploration. Details of SRT-Star are discussed in I J.
One difference between the original SRT-Star and our method is that the original SRT-Star feeds t he commanded waypoiut directly to the controller. The 
~loreover, the vehicle's heading will always be collllnandC'rl to point directly toward the commanded waypoint
Note that this hca<l111g command also provides another benefit. It steers the scau fid<l-of-vicw toward the neighborhood of the commanded waypoint. The wall-followmg velocity componeul will command attraction to any walls in the vicinity. Therefore, the wall following velocity coinponent. also impliciLly brings the vehicle towards the commanded waypoint.
To improve safety of the vehicle. the commanded vclocit.y and the yaw rate arc limited in the onboarcl software. Furthermorf'. n time-out is implemented between any two '"aypoints. This is particularly useful to counter drift of the inertial frame due to imperfections iu the SLA~1-based mw1gat1on solution, which can result in waypoints pJac('d iu inaccessible areas of thC' map.
V. Navigation Algorithm
Missions that rP.quire UAVs to enter unknown cnviromnents, inch1ding structures, may not have reliable reception of radio signals. As a result, reliance Oll GP.S for uavigation, or on ground computers performing complex GNC Rlgorithms wilh commands relayed to U1c vehicle, lin1its th<' cnviromnenls that can be eITectively explored. This section describes a navigation system that combines a trn<litiorrnl EI\F-base<l navigation algorithm with ThlU measurements and SLAM based position estimates in lif'u of GPS. It utili~es a scanning laser range sensor a11d sonar altimeter to me:burE' position relative to the enviromnem., and a SLA,\1 algorithm to estimate vehicle position in the Joe.al mertml reference frame. A novel 11H,thod is presented below for determining the uncertainty of pose estimates rela1e<l to the topology of the cn\'iroument.
A laser scanner rnodcl and simulation environmmt Wl'rc dc·velopc<l and usc<l tu t~t different SLAM algorithms prior to using actual hardware. A variety of SLAM algorithm implementation:; are twailable for free use at the wE>b site OpenSLA:VI.org. The algorithm used for this research, called CoreSLAM, was chosen primarily because it is simple, easy to implcrnenl, ond it uses integer math where possible to improve computational speed.
There are two main parts to any SLAM routine. The first. task is to measurn distance to obstacles or lundnrnrks in the environment, and to map them given the vehicle's position and orientation (i.e. mapping). The second task is to dC'tt?rmine the best estimate of the vehicle's position an<l orientation based on th<' la.test S<'an (or series of scan:-i) gi\•en a stored map (i.e. locali;1ation). The mapping and localization ta:>ks are performed together to maimaiu the most current map and position estimate. As discussed in ! J, the rol.>otics aud computer science communities place much cmph~is on keeping track uf vehicle motion an<l solving <'ha.ins of pose c.onstraints between differen localiom; to rnake c:orrcctions lo a glohal map. For basic indoor n1wigation. howE>\'er, it w~ determined that this level of accuracy in a global map is not required, uor even cle:;ired if it comes al too :;tcep a computational burden. As a result, the algorithm discussed here is pnmarily designed for loct>lizntion with respect to the immediate environment, not to building and 111ai11taining a highly accurate global map. As such, the CoreSLAM mapping routine as implemented here docs not detect or correct errors in past observations.
An important aspect of incorporating any measurement into the navigation state estimate is the uncertainty associated with the measurement. The CoreSLAM routine provides a 2-D position measurement and a heading measurement, together called the whidc pose. CoreSLAl\.I and other SLAM algorithms ('an provide the "fit quality" of the scan measurement cornpared to the stored map. However. this and all similar algorithms fail to identify the pose uncertainty due to the structure of the environment. For example, a vehicle in a long. straight hallway may have a good e:itimatE> of its position with r~pecl to the walls on ca.ch side, but have very little certainty of its position along the length of the hallway. Similarly, a vehicle 
A. Dilution of Precision
A typic:al seanning laser rangefinder performs its measurements by panning a laser across the environment and sampling the return at fixed angular increments. The resuk is a series of 1-D range readings recorded at conseculiw, known angles. The Prror associuted with each range measurement is a fuuction of many parametcrs, hnt only the t>fTl'('I. of range Lo target. <'an be estimal pd for an iu<lividnal measurement dunng real-time operation. As a result, it is commoll practice to estimate the range error as I\ function of the measured range, ueglecti.ug nll other sources of error.
• However, if ~he local topology as indicated by the adJarf"11t measurernculs is ulso considered, morP information about lhc mcasuremem uncertainty can be gleaned.
A :simila1 problem exists for range measurements calculated using GPS signals, whf"re tlu t>ffod of satellite position with respect. to the rereiver has an impact on the quality of the receiver position estnnate. \Vhcn the satellites used to estimate positwn are all located in a similar direction, the resulting navigation solution is less accurate. Similarly, the topology of the local environment measured by the laser scanner affects the accuracy of the pose estimate created when matching scans against the map. In essence, vehicle po::iit.ion information is most accurate when measurctl perpendicular lo the local environmeut. As such, a loug featureless wall or hallway only provides position information perpendicular to the w111ls, and no information parallel to the walls. Thus, any position estimate using scans in this environment will show a strong correlation between the longitudinal and lateral estimates. This correlation is not detected UJ scan matchmg routines alone-the shape of the environment must bP analyzed. Likewise, a good heading estimate reqmre;; that range reading::. be diff<'rent in different dirn<'t.ion!-. such that any chnngc in heading ran h<' <letecte<l. lfonce. ),traight walls provide a good basis for meas11ring heading, while concave curved surfoces do not. ¢ -0,) ,.,, -L.,,
While t.f1e above form preserves at least some gcumetric iusi~hL into the problem, t.he speed of ~lte algorithm can bf' significantly improvf'<l in act11al impl<'mcnta.tion by noting th<' 1<lcntities in Equations 10 and 2.! brlow. Subst1tut1on, and a httle careful algebra, produces the form shown in Equation ' .:~l. thus enablin~ the calculation of the information matrix without having to resort to trigonometric operations.
Figures 7-ll show the error ellipses associated with the pose measurl'ment covariance calculated using the algorithm presented here using scan data collccLPd during the experiment described at the end of this section. In the figures, the error is normulized usiug lhc sensor stt1ndard deviation and scaled up as inaicated 111 the plots to improYe visualization of the shape llnd relative size of the measurement uncertainty. The 1-u position uncertainty is shown by an ellipse, while the .l-a heading uncertainty is ::ihown by a circle. 111 compa.riug the different scenarios, Lhc relative si7.e of the circle indicMcs the relative uncertainty in the heading estimo.tcs. while th<' size and shape of the error Pllipse indicates the relative position uncPrtainty in the po~e estimalion.
,. 
Body Y Axis. m Once tLc map is initialized. the algorithm coutinuously monitor:; un<l i11corporat!.'s new scan data into the map. The S<'an data is trnn~mitted from the s.:nsor as a VC'ctor of rnngc measurements, where the angle increments counterclockwise. CoreSLA~I requires the c;can data to bP in a Cartesian coordinate system, so the scan dala is first convertrd from polar coord111ates. Next, lhc position estimate is updated if desired. The vehicle always maintl'li11s an estimate of its posiLion in the navignlion state vector, and this estimate i::; used as a starting point for the localization rouLi11c. A scan registration algorithm is used to determine the most likely vehicle position nnd orientation (pose) for n given scan. This is accomplishc<l by performing a Monte Carlo setuch of diffrrf'nt posf's nearest thf' current pose estimate. au<l evaluatiug llic latPst scan at th<' new po::;c to ~ee how closely it matches the most cnrrem map. The cuHe11t, pose estimate is updated by using the vehicle's El<F navigation ~ol11tion to prO\'idc l\ more accurate starling point for the ~lonte Carlo search. If the srnn mal rhing rout me C'fLll find a bcll<'r pose to match the cnrrPnt scan with HtP most rPcent map, the currmt pose is updated to th(' new pose. In [ J, the measure of how wf'll a particular sc.au matches lhe latest map is described as Lh<.> "distance" hetwce11 the scan and the map. The Monte Carlo routine calculate::; the distance between the srnn an<l the map ancJ ietums the pose thnl minimizes this distance. Next, the scan data is incorporate<l into the map using the updated pose. Figure Ill shows a now chart that illustrate::; how the CoreSLAM mapping and JocalizatioIJ algorithms arc implement.eel. Figure 11 < " , show~ a simulated building interior being explornd by a helicopter with a scanning lasl'r rangefinder. Figure 11 (hi shows rhe Dilution of Precision due to Scan Topology (scaled nondimentional error ellipses)
---Heading 100o I <J,
Body Y Axis, m For this research. the C'oreSLAM a.lgorithrn wus 111o<lHi~d an<l i111pro\·ed in two i111po1tant ways. First.
the position covariance matrix of the navigation solution wu.s used 3$ an input to the map update function. In the original algonthm. a u:;<>r-<lefined constant \'ah1P wns used lo create the Gaussian uncertaintv on obstacle locations. lo prevent uurealistic confidence in the map, the actual sensor rangf' 1111cf'rtainty (which is a function of range detected) was added to the vehicle's position uncertainty. The map update algorithm was then modified to use this Lota! uncertainty when a.c;sim1lating scan data into the map. A second improvement lllade to the CorcSLAM algorit.hm was to use the vPh1de's state estimate and covari11.11ce as inputs to the Monte Carlo sear<:h. Thus. th<' ranclorn search initial ron.dit,ions and search scope wen' significantly improved over the original algorithm by providing a good start.ing point for the search, rcsulliug in better match performance.
C. Extended Kalman Filter State Estimation
Vehicle state estimat.ion for the nnv1gation algorithm is hascd on the EKF design devclopc<l at the GT UAV Research Facility. ln this implementation. the I:\IU mt•asurcmenll> are incorporated al a fixed rate of lOOHz.
ln beu of GPS position me<1surcments and maguetomctcr beading measurements, tlw SLAM pose estimate and sonar altitude measurements are used, with updates at lOHz and 20Hz respectively. The navigation filter estimates 15 vehicle st.ates, x(t), which arc propa.gated using the lil1earized vehicle dynamics and updated using tlic scn:sor measurements with lhc approprinte covariance R k and met\.<;urcment matrix H k.
The state and covariance propagation, as well 11s updates using t.he IMU measurements, are handled by the existing navigation software. Measurement updates from the SLA~ ... 1 pose estimation aud sonar altimeter are incorporated by calling nn <>xternal update functi011 tl1at tokes as its argumeuls the measurement residual (::>0metimes called the "innovation"), the measurement malrix. and the co\·anance of the measurements. The measurement update equations are show below in Erp1ations
(25) (26) As .'\ merican lnslltut!' of Anuua11tic; and Ai.troaauLics The complexity of the control system depeuds not only on the quantities being controlled, but also on the dynamics of the system itself Cnlike ground vehicles. unstable air vehicles are susceptible to oscillatiou ancl divergent flight when t lie tonl rol ~yst.cm is not properly tunP. In this a.rchitectnre. a position control loop generates a velocity command, a velocity control loop generates an nttitu<le command. and au attitude control loop generates servo rommauds to stabilize the vehicle by controlling ·he angular rate. Kannan has shown that such nested and cascaded control loop architecture with actuator ~aturation can indeed be used to control VTOL CAS. :C = f(:r(l),6(t)). 
A S<?cond order refert>nce model is selectt:<l to charncterizes the desired response of the system: 
The bo.scli ne full state ft>edhack controller uv11 = K x is assumed lo be <lcsigned such thnt A is a Hurwit'l. 
where rw is a positive ddinilc learning rate matrix, and K denotes the gain for an e-111odif1cation term.
In the presented control archilccture, t he output of the adaptivt> element can be replaced by all integrator if desired. This reduces Lhe coulrol logic to Proportional-Derivative-Integral type.
VII. Results

A. Simulation Environment
The Gl'orgia Tech UAV Simultil1011 Tool (GUST) frnmcwork was utilized for developing a simulation of the vehicle, sensors, and environnwnt. The simulation is designed to reduce development Lime through risk-free testing of guidance. navigatwn, and control routines. The simulaLiou includes modeling of uncertainties surh as gusts. mocfoling of indoor C>11viro111uents, :;i111ulatio11 of complex v.-lucle dynamics, and elaborate emulation of all ;,<:nsur;, and their noise properties. The key feature of this simulation environment is that ouboard code can be directly tested in th'' simulation. allowmg se:\mless integration of Software-Ill-The-Loop (SITL) and
Hardware-In-The-Loop (H!TL) simulation. l n this section we present flight test results of l he CTQ exploring au indoor cluttered environment fully autonomously without any external sensing uids (such as GPS). Tl1c onboard GNC algorithm does uot. assume any a-priori knowkds.te of the indoor environment. Navigation is performed by solving a SLAM problem online using teC'h11iq11es presented in Section \. Guidance is achieved by frontier-guidance type method coupled with wall-following guidance as dcscnbed in Section I\' , and control is achieved using the control architecture described iu Section \"I. The flight. test begins with the aircraft hovering at about 2.8 f t above the ground. The onboard guidance logic then commands waypoints that ta.Ice the a ircraft. towards urn'xplored frontif'rs, the onboard navigatio11 logic provide:; the aircra ft with it.s pos~ information and simultnneously builds a map of the environment in real-tirue. The inap information is foci back into the guidance logic to explore new fronuers. ?\ote thal all computation , including SLA11 is performf'<l online u:;ing the avioni~ de~ribed iu Section III. T he GNC ::ilgorithms were optimized to exerute complclely onboard lhc embedded computer (Cumstix Overo Fire) used by trading-off 111ap accuracy with guaranteeing a reliable instantaneous position fix for pose estimation. ThL'i trade-off results in a slight skew in the onboard generated map (F'igure l.'i). However, the attitude estimation was sufficiently accurate for good at.Lilude control and the posiUon acC'Uracy was found acceptable for exploring indoor 1uPas reliably.
VIII. Conclusion
This paper pre:;entcd the details of a Quadrotor L'nmanncd Aerial \'ehicle imended for autonomous explomtion of indoor arc~. The vehicle uses an off-the-shelf plat form t>quipped wit It off-the-shelf avionics and sensor packages. with custom flight software. Information from a scanning l~er range sensor, inertial m easurement unit, and a a ltitude m easurement sonar are fused to form an t>labora.te navigHtion solution usi ng Simultaneous Localization nn<l Mapping methods. ;\11 important feature of this navigation architecture is t hat it <loPs not. rely on an~· external navigational aid, such as CPS A frontier-ba.'\E'd exhamt1ve search is used for exploring unknown indoor environments using the laser scan data by placing rommand waypoint;. an accurate SLAM solution. the guidance algorithm is coupled with the navigation algorithm to ensure the vehicle approaches the frontier-based waypoints through a trajectory that is closf' to waJb and other indoor structures, while maintaining a safe operating distnnce. A cascaded inner-outer loop coutrol architecture is utilized, which relates stick commands to attitude commands and attitude command~ to velocity commands. The control architecture employs an optional adaptive' Plcment which can be used to mitigate modeling error and other system UllC<'rtainties. The control system al:;o uses a linear Stability Augmentation System that uses rate feedback to dampen the vPhicle angular rate rc8ponse. An elaborate simulation model of the vehicle has bf'e11 developed and the navigation and control algorithms have been vi1.lidatccl 
